MONITORING THE CONDITION OF THE HORSES OF THE KOSTANAY BREEDS IN NORTHERN KAZAKHSTAN
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Abstract
The article provides an analysis of the current state of Kustanay breed of horses in the Northern region of Kazakhstan. More than 100 heads of breeding horses of Kustanay breed were recorded and described, incl. 9 breeders, 44 broodmare and 79 heads of young animals of different ages in three regions of Kazakhstan. 60% of the horse population of chestnut, 40% of bay. The height at the shoulder of the broodmares is 156 cm, the oblique body length is 155 cm, the chest girth is 180 cm, the girth of the metacarpus is 19.5 cm. Studhorses are 150-153-180-20.2 cm, respectively. 38% of studhorses are linear - belong to lines 464 Neon and 494 Fort. Average, measurements are somewhat lower than those of horses recorded in the IV volume of the State Book of breeding horses of Kustanay.
breed (2009), while they correspond to the standard. The probable reason is the evasion of selection and breeding work in the direction of improving the remote characteristics of the massif - orientation to the so-called “baiga” distances. An increase in the index of stretching was revealed against the background of a decrease in flattening and massiveness, with a stable bone index. These characteristics contribute to ensuring endurance when used at "baiga" distances, which is confirmed by the performance results presented in the article.
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**Introduction**

Kustanay breed of horses enjoys well-deserved fame due to its breeding and user qualities. The significant progress of the gene pool of the breed, the manifestation of its most valuable qualities, was facilitated by directed breeding work using universal effective breeding techniques used in other breeds [1, p.558, 2 p.7, 3 p.118, 4 p.135].

The breed was on the verge of existence in the late 90s of the last century, due to the economic and political crisis caused by the collapse of the USSR and the subsequent general stagnation. The sharp decline in the number of livestock and the breeding core, the lack of centralized accounting, control and coordination has led to a critical level of presence of Kustanay breed in Kazakhstan. With the help of significant efforts of the State, the development of animal husbandry and the gradual restoration of Kustanay breed began at the beginning of 2000. The main breeding core was concentrated in the State Kostanay stud farm “Kazakh tulpary” LLP, the number of which gradually reached 300 heads. Considering that a significant number of horses were also privately owned, the prospects for not only the preservation, but also the intensive development of Kustanay breed were very favorable.

However, since 2010, state support for programs for the conservation and development of Kustanay horses has been sharply reduced, the number of breeding animals has decreased by almost eight times, which has led to the fact that today Kustanay horse breed is again at a critical level.

A Road Map was developed to restore, preserve and further improve the domestic horse breed in 2021, which was approved by the Deputy Prime Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan Ye. Tugzhanov. Also, research work has begun on promising developments in the development of the breed.

**Materials and methods**

Studies on the analysis of the state of Kustanay breed were carried out in 10 farms of three regions of Kazakhstan. For each farm, the following information was taken into account -Head of farm, name, address, GPS coordinates, cell phone, email pasture area, head count and livestock structure. Animals were described according to the following scheme - Nickname, photo, age, brand, copy of breeding certificate (if available),
color, measurements, data on descendants. All considered animals were divided into factory, genealogical lines and individual producers (non-linear).

**Results**

During the testing period, there were five main lines in Kustanay breed - 30 Burelom, 45 Zaboy, 84 Zeus, 56 Diktor and 162 Trostinka. The line 84 Zeus (the main type) had the greatest distribution, 23% of the livestock belonged to it; it was followed by the line of Zaboy with an indicator of 15%; representatives of the lines 30 Burelom (riding type), 162 Trostinka (basic type) and 56 Diktor (riding type) had 7.8 and 9%, respectively. In the 60-70s. the line of Slaughter became the leader (33%), in the 80-90s. there is a change in the situation - line 30 Bureloma almost doubles its representation (from 7-11% to 23%), the influence of lines 75 Zaboy and 84 Zeus drops sharply (to 5-12%). In the 2000s, three lines - 56 Announcers, 162 Reeds and 75 Zaboy practically ceased to exist. Line 30 Burelom moved into the leading group - 21%. Retained their presence and formed in the 80-90s. two genealogical lines - 486 Triumph and 494 Fort (tested in the 2000s) - 8% and 13%, respectively. The 464 Neon line had absolute numerical and qualitative superiority [5, p. 127].

The absence of a permanent leader testified to changes in the direction of breeding work, i.e. a change in priorities in determining the type of horse desired for breeding leads to a change in the leadership of the lines in the breed. If during the period of approbation of Kustanay breed, the sectioned features were horse-drawn qualities (including draft power), which were shown by representatives of the line 84 of Zeus (the main type), partly 75 Zaboy, then after the 70s. only agility received the prevailing direction. This led to a focus on the riding type line - 30 Burelom. In the same period, a new line was laid in the rock - 464 Neon, also of the riding type. In the 90s the formation of another line of riding type was carried out - line 494 Fort.

Of the total array (132) of the studied horses of Kustanay breed, studhorses (9 heads) and mares (44) belong to the elite class and the first, are typical of Kustanay breed, have distinctive constitutional and exterior features (table 1,2,3). Age of mares within 3-15 years (full age). Most of the mares, according to the development of the skeleton, have a strong type of constitution and are typical representatives of their breed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators/indices</th>
<th>Studhorses, n=9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M±m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height at the withers, cm</td>
<td>155.0+0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oblique body length, cm</td>
<td>153.6+0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bust, cm</td>
<td>180.6+1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastern girth, cm</td>
<td>20.2+0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 - Measurements and live weight of mares of Kustanay breed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Mares n= 44</th>
<th>Measurements of mares recorded in the 4th volume of the State book of breeding animals n= 245</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M±m</td>
<td>δ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height at the withers, cm</td>
<td>156.3±0.74</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oblique body length, cm</td>
<td>155.2±0.74</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bust, cm</td>
<td>180.3±1.04</td>
<td>6.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastern girth, cm</td>
<td>19.5±0.13</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live weight, kg</td>
<td>406.2±4.32</td>
<td>26.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data in Table 3 confirm the changes in the direction of breeding selection. There is an increase in the index of stretching against the background of a decrease in flattening and massiveness, with a stable bone index. These characteristics (decrease in growth parameters, weight, dry muscles, etc.) provide endurance when used at so-called long “baiga” distances. 13% of the studied number of mares belong to lines 464 Neon and 494 Fort, the rest are non-linear.

Table 3 - Indices of body build of mares of Kustanay breed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indices physique</th>
<th>Mares n=44</th>
<th>Measurements of mares recorded in the 4th volume of the State book of breeding animals n= 245</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M±m</td>
<td>δ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stretch/Format</td>
<td>99.3±0.23</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brokenness/Compactness</td>
<td>116.2±0.63</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>massiveness</td>
<td>115.4±0.58</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonyness</td>
<td>12.5±0.06</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the young, the most promising are the representatives of the line of Fort and Neon. At the age of 1.5 years, the young of line 494 Fort has average growth characteristics, height at the withers - 136.8±2.62 cm, oblique body length - 121.3±5.36 cm, chest girth - 141.0±3.06 cm, metacarpus girth 16.2±0.17 cm. Young growth of the Neon line at the age of 2 years has a height at the withers - 148.1±2.10, oblique body length - 139.9±3.92 cm, chest girth - 162 .9±2.36 cm, metacarpal girth - 18.4±0.32 cm.

The horses of the owner Akhmetov T.B. - stallion Emperor born in 2016 (Izis - Purga) in 2018 in the North Kazakhstan region of the Volodarovskyi district at a distance of...
7 km took 1st place. Mare Perizat born in 2018 (Zalimkhan - Purga) Zarechnoye village in 2020 took 1st place at a distance of 6 km. Mare Panda born in 2017 (Nurtobel-Purga) in Zhitikara in 2019 at the Regional Spartakiad for 6 km took 4th place.

On July 5, 2021, in honor of the 30th anniversary of Independence of Kazakhstan, for the first time in the last 10 years, major races were held for horses of Kustanay breed and their crosses. Distance alaman-baiga for 23 km. won the stallion Moncantour, born in 2016 (Miras - Talzhibek), owner Akhmetov T. Monkantur for the first time became the owner of the Cup of the Head of State among the horses of Kustanay breed. The 2nd place was taken by the stallion Bak Sultan, born in 2018. (Bagytur - Samal), owner BurkitbaySerikbekov from the Abay district of the Karaganda region. 3rd place stallion Tango born in 2014 (Tagdyr - Carnation) AibatKabazhayev from the village of Zarechniy, Kustanay region.

Mare Germany born in 2016 (Aikaska - Gulasyl). Owner E. Baranovsky at the closing of the racing season on October 2, 2021 in the village of Zarechnoye, the Argymak hippodrome, took 3rd place at a distance of 20 km., stallion Kaskaldak born in 2015. (KronnBull - Zita), owner Ispergenov A. took 2nd place and Stallion Flint, born in 2014. (KronnBul - Gita) of the same owner, took 1st place.

In the season of 2021 in the Kokchetav region, the village of Akkol, in the races “Closing the racing season”, the mare of Zanzibar, born in 2018. (Bemkur-Zamanat), owner Tasmukhambetov A.K., took 2nd place in the distance of 7 km.

Discussion
At present, in Kustanay breed, due to a critical decrease in the number of livestock, the intensity of the use of English riding breed sires has sharply increased; this is also facilitated by the low detection of outstanding horses in Kustanay breed, due to the cessation of stationary hippodrome tests; the fragmentation and remoteness of horse owners, which does not allow for the exchange of breeders-producers of Kustanay breed of high race class and genetic potential.

Measurement indicators of Kustanay mares, recorded in the IV volume of the State Book of Breeding Animals, are the basic basis for selection in the breeding stock, however, in some cases, exceptions can be made. Mares can be shorter in stature, but still have the right harmonious physique and good parentage. Using the experience of breeders-practitioners to improve Kustanay breed, a further increase in growth rates is undesirable. Therefore, the height at the withers in the range of 156-160 cm should be considered the ideal height for the uterine composition of the breeding core[6, p.29, 7p.171, 8p.116,9 p.529,10 p.24,11 p.77]. Kustanay breed, however, the growth characteristics correspond to the standard of Kustanay breed. The probable reason is the deviation in selection and breeding work in the direction of the remote characteristics of the rock mass (orientation to the so-called
“baiga” distances as well as a sharp decrease in numbers). Another, theoretical, reason may be nutritional deficiencies, but they have not been identified.

**Conclusion**

Thus, taking into account the results of the monitoring of the current state of the Kostanay horse breed, in the Northern region of Kazakhstan there is a prospect of preserving and improving Kustanay horse breed as a valuable genetic resource of Kazakhstan.
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Түйін
Мақалада Қазақстандың Солтүстік өңіріндегі Қостанай жылқы тұқымының қазіргі жағдайына талдау жасалған. Қазақстандың үш облысында Қостанай тұқымының 100-ден астам асыл тұқымды жылқысы тіркеліп, сипатталған, сондықтан әртүрлі жастағы және әр және 79 бас тол. Жылқы популяциясының 60% қызыл, 40% шығанақ. Биелердің құрақ тұсындағы биіктігі 156 см, дененің қиғаш бөлігінің ұзындығы 155 см, қуыс 180 см, тәіб асты ені -19,5 см. Асыл айғырлар сәйкесінше 150-153-180-20,2 см. Айғыр-өндірушілер дің 38% сыйықты болып табылады - 464 Неон және 494 Форт желілеріне жатады. Ортөш алғанда олшемдер Қостанай тұқымы асыл тұқымды жылқылардың мемлекеттік кітабында IV томында (2009 ж.) жазылған жылқылардан біршама төмен, бірақ олар стандартқа сәйкес келеді. Бұқтамал сәйкес өндіруші шалғай сипаттамаларының жаксырақ бағыттасқа селекциялық-асыл тұқымдық жұмыстары жүргізілді және жалғар келісіп жатыр.

Суійек индексі ұрпақты, тегістелу мен массивтелік төмөндөу фондында созылу индексінің жогарылауы анықталды. Бұл сипаттауыш макалада келтірілген онимділік нәтижелерімен расталған «шығары» кашықтықта колданылған кезде төзділікпен қамтамасыз етуге ықпал етеді.

Кілт сөздер: өсіру әдісі; жылқы; ата-баба; ұрпақ; қашықтық; айғыр-жалғастыруы.
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Аннотация

В статье приведен анализ современного состояния кустанайской породы лошадей в Северном регионе Казахстана. В трех областях Казахстана было зафиксировано и описано более 100 голов племенных лошадей Кустанайской породы, в т.ч. 9 производителей, 44 конематки и 79 голов молодняка разного возраста. 60% конепоголовья рыжей масти, 40% гнедой. Высота в холке у конематок составляет 156 см, косая длина туловища 155 см, обхват груди 180 см, обхват пясти —19,5 см. Жеребцов-производителей - 150-153-180-20,2 см соответственно. 38% жеребцов-производителей являются линейными- принадлежат к линиям 464 Неона и 494 Форта. В среднем, показатели промеров несколько ниже, чем у лошадей, записанных в IV том Государственной Книги племенных лошадей Кустанайской породы (2009 г.в.), при этом, соответствуют стандарту. Вероятной причиной является уклонение ведения селекционно-племенной работы в направление улучшения дистанционных характеристик массива - ориентирование на, так называемые, «байговые» дистанции. Выведены низкие индексы растянутости на фоне снижения сбитости и массивности, при стабильном индексе костистости. Данные характеристики способствуют обеспечению выносливости при использовании на «байговых» дистанциях, что подтверждается представленными в статье результатами работоспособности.
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